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a HYPOTHESIS OF ORIGIN OF THE FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK 

f. T. Thraites, 1935 

Introduction.- For many years the attention of the writer has 

been drawn to the question of the origin of the Finger Lakes in : 

western New York because it bears upon the broader problems of 

‘fret, the origin of the basins of the Great Lakes and, second, 

large scale erosion by continental glaciers. While working at 

: the Allegeny School of Natural History in 1932 he had the oppor- 

tunity te spend two days in the Finger Lake district and an 

; equal time in the Cattaraugus quadrangle farther west. On both 

these tripe he was guided by Prof. L. W. Ploger of Syracuse 

University and Prof. G. D. Holmes, also of Syracuse participated 

: in the first named trip. ‘The writer is greatly indebted to both. : 

The problem.- The district under considerationis the northern 

edge of the Appalachian plateau. For the greater part of the district 

the platesu slopwe rather gradually dom to the north as the escarp- 

é : ment due to the Onondaga limestone is buried beneath glacial drift and 

the strong sandstones of the Pennsylvanian have been eroded from even 

- the highest hille (See fig. 1). All of the region was glaciated by 

the Wisconsin ice whose deposits consist mainly of rather thin ground 

moraine with a few prominent terminal moraines in the valleys. Alnost 

all the larger valleys are floored with outwash and their sides are 

terraced with gravel benches, many of which doubtless accumulated 

‘ while stagnant ice masses separated from the main body of the glaciet 

; still survived in them. The famous drumlin district of western New 

York lies for the most part aerti of the Onondaga outcrop line.



Within the pleteau margin there are three distinct types of rock 

topography + (a) old, smooth, mature valleys between rolling hills, 

all clearly much older than the last glaciation, (b) narrow, youth- 

ful gorges, all obviously younger than the last ice invasion, and 

(¢) steep~sided, fairly straight "through ae — So 

the divides of the topography of the first type and have/been glaciated. 

Our problem is the erigin and age of the third type of valleys. 

Previous hypotheses.- In the past attention seems to have been 

directed mainly to these valieye of the third type which contain the 

remarkably long, narrow, and deep Finger Lakes. The fact that some 

special explenation must be sought for thie kind of topography seems 

to have impreesed the majority of geologists who studied the region. 

4s far back as 1877 Simtitns (1) aecribed the basins of the lakes te 

glacial erosion, ea view also followed by Johmeon (2) in 1882. It was 

aa ants 1892, however, that Lincoln (3) announced this theory in 

the Joummal of Seience end thus brought it to the attention of the 

geological profession. This author wae most impressed by the hanging 

valleys of Gayuga end Seneca Inkes (fig. 1) Im the following year 

Brigham (4) endorsed the theory of glacial erosion explaining the 

fact that the lakes are deepest at the south by the fact that glacial 

flow was most concentrated theres In 19894 Lincoln (5) restated and 

amplified his theory. In the same year Tarr (6) laid stress on the 

hanging valleys and the fact that the lekes are deepest in the shale 

and not in the Onondaga limestone. Spencer (7) doubted that Lake 

Geyuga lies in a rock basins Nevius (8) in 1597 repeated Terr's ideas. 

In 1902 Tarr (9) abso reiterated his opinion. In 1904 Mateon (10) 

reported upon the interglecieal gorges in the bottoms of the hanging 

valleys, first recognizing the existence of stream erosion in intere 

gleciel time. In the same year Tarr (11) described the hanging 
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valleys of the Finger Lake region noting their discordance in level. 

He also cited a number of facts which are opposed to the glacial 

erosion hypothesis. These included (a) angular cliffs within the 

, valleys which showdd no evidence of glacial abrasion, (b) residual 

soil not far above lake level, (¢) the rock island in Lake Cayuga, 

(d) lack of close parallelism of direction of lakes and of glacial 

movement, and (e) en apparent lack of enough drift to the south to 

fill the basins. In the same year Dryer (12) described the western ‘ 

Pinger Lakes favoring the ice erosion hypothesis to explain their 

wnique topography. In the following year Tarr published three papers 

on the district (13)(14)(15)+ In that entitled "Drainage features of 

central New York} he recognized the hanging valleys and through val- 

leys as features whose formation antedated the last glaciation. Three 

theories of origin were considered: (a) ice erosion, (b) erosion by 

glacial meltwater, and (¢) headwater erosion of northward flowing 

; (obsequent) streams, The first was rejected because of the presence 

of decayed rock in one of the valleys and the divergent direction of 

; valleys» and ice movement, although it was suggested that the erosion 

might have been the result of an older ice invation. Erosion by 

glacial waters was rejected because the glacial streams seemed to 

have deposited more than they eroded. In the same year Fairchild (16) 

protested strongly against the entire idea of glacial erosion both by 

continental and mountain galdtitaenente an extreme position, for 

the unique topographic features of glaciated mountains have lmg been 

recognized. In 1906 Tarr (17)(18) definitely stated that most of the 

glacial erosion mist hafe taken place during a pre-Wisconsin glacia- 

. tion and stressed the similarity of the Finger Lakes to fiords. The 

game conclusions were also set forth in a United States Geological 
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Survey folio published in 1909 (19)» Spencer (20) in 1912 denied 

that there are any true hanging valleys in the district urging that 

there are drift-filled outlets. In 1915 Rich end Filmer (21) gave the 

results of a detailed study of the interglacial gorges in the bottom 

of one of the hanging valleys at Ithaca. They concluded that there hai 

been two interglacial intervale between successive stages of glacial 

erosion of the main valley. In 1925 and 1928 Fairchild (22)(23) reo 

stated his position that the Pinger Lake valleys are due to the develop- 

ment of obsequent streams flowing north dom the cuestea at the border 

of the plateau plus the effect of northward depression of the land. 

In 1931 Yon Engeln (24) published an account of another interglacial 

gorge end in 1932 the same author (25) etated “The phenomenon of the 

dee of continental clacier advancing against drainage slopes into and 
across a major divide in a region of marked relief does not seem to bi» 

have been duplicated elseyhere. The mass of the glacial ice that fol- 

lowed the northward sloping valleys was thrust into chamels that 

narrowed progressively southward. In accordance with the law of ad- 

: justed cross sections, as formilated by Penck, the effect was to accom 

modate excess of volumes by increase in the rate of flow, until the ef~ 

fects of erosion magnified by the faster motion had deepened the 

passageways enough to provide the enlarged cross section necessary 

for an uniupeded, uniform forward motion of the glacier." Von 

Engeln stressed the fact thet the erosive effects were small in com 

parison with the thickness of the ice. These views appear to repre- 

. sent the present-day argument in favor of glacial deepening of 

north-south valleys forming “through valleys" across divides and 

leaving henging tributaries. The major portion of the erosion is 

aseribed to the first major ice advance into the region, for once 
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_ @erged, the valleys could accomodate loter invasions, In 1934 

i" abrenana (25)(27)(28) restated te former viens 
- Obiections to tue glacial erosion lypethents.~ To the uriter an 

important objection to the hypothesis of glacial erosion is the 
fest that “through valleys" snd cther abnormal topocraphic features 

osaur throughout « wide area extending fer to the south and nest of 

the Pinger Lake region. some coour in the ares of prosiiieconsin 

dirft southeast of Jamestowm where several low passes join the wil~ 

Leys of the Goanewange and the Allegheny (see Jemestow and Randolph 

quadrangles). ‘The through valleya, nost of which out seross the ends 

of opure, rm in such a variety of direstionseven at right engles 

within a short distance, that it seems impossible te conceive of 

their glaciel excevation. fmmples of this may be found in the Gatte= 

rougue quandrangle end in the vicinity of Texas Hollow, east of Watkins 

Glens A’ sti22 more inportent difficulty which hae not been met by the 

advocstes of glactal erosion lice in the form of the valleys, Pigure 

(ohio) 1 shows the gorge-Like eres section which 19 characteristic of mest — 
S of the omiler valleys. It io clear to thé writer thet the super 

Pletal roseublance of the valleys to flerds plus the fact that most 

observations have been made on the tw lergest velleye ha led to 

@ misunderstending of the problem. In the case of the valleys of 

ema Lakes Gayugs end seneca the narrow, steep~aided gorge did not ob= 

—— literate on older high level mature Yalleys, which, Judging from the 

: distribution of the tributaries, must have in lorge part once 

drained south (figs 2)+ Mathes! work on the Yosentte Valley has 
proved thet glactel excavation of fierda 1s dus to plucking of 

jointed rock and not to any oxtent -iebrasion, It mat aleo be 

ee roalived that nost, Af not all, florde were excavated by toe tongues 

| whieh were confined to thems To the writer, it 4s impossible to 
: sé



3 conceive that these gorges in New York were made in the same way as 

were fiords. Surely in thin bedded shale and siltstone erosion by 

& continental glacier would have produced flering valley sides merging 

impercepbibly inte the less affected uplands. It is obvious that al- 

though Hobbs found some evidence of joint control, the abnormal val- 

leys sre not related to shear zones as are fiords on mountainous 

coasts. It must also be recalled that hanging valleys are not abundant 

. end occur mainly on the sides of the two largest valleys. ey sae net 

similar to those in mountains but most owe their origin to stream 

. diversions rather then tb Sqvevbiepasing® of the main valleys. More+ 

: over crediting the erosion to a previous glaciation seema strange, for 

no earlier ice advanced farther or remained longer than did the last. 

In the mpinion of the writer the major points in favor of clacial ex 

eavation are only two: (a) the straightness of some of the valley walls , 

and (b) the great depth (below sea level) of the rock floors of the two 

largest valleys. 

Qdjections te the obsequent pregiacial stream hypothesis.~ Up to 
: date the only serious rival to the glacial erosion hypothesis has been 

the suggestion mainly urged by Fairchild of stream diversions due to 

capture of south-flowing consequent streams by north-flowing obse~ 

quent tributaries of the preglacial Ontarian River. On hypothetical 

maps (Fairchild 1925, 1934) the Susquehanna Rivexae show flowing 

north through Horseheads inte the valley now occupied by Seneoa Lake. 

This explanetion does not account for the facts (a) that the abnormal 

ae valleys are youthful and not mature as are all proved preglacial valleys 

both north-and south®flowing, (b) that abnormal valleys are by no means 

. confined to the escarpment of the cuesta but extend far to the south, 

and (¢) that along some of these valleys there are hanging tributeriex 

as south of Cortlend, and (d) that there are two especially large val~ 

_ leys occupied by the two largest lakes whereas this hypothesis would 
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account @uty for one. These objections seem to the writer to be ine 

superable. 

interglacial stream erosion hypothesis.~ The writer suggests a 

third hypothesis, namely the erosive work of interglacial streams whose 

courses had been deranged by an earlier glaciation (fig. 3). Even a 

cursory examination of the present stream pattern of the region 

(fig. 4) shows thet it wae chenged by glaciation. Meny streams now 

cross the rock divides of a former cycle and their erosion is making 

repide and falls. Furthermore, when parts of the region were dovered 

‘ by ice, the drainage wee temporarily diverted. The huge abandoned plunge- 

pools of lete-glacial falle near Syracuse are excellent testimony to the 

efficacy of erosion by glacial meltwater although the length of time 

: glecial drainage remained in any one location mist of necessity have 

been relatively brief, much shorter than the duration of an interglacial 

2 intervel. As each ice sheet advanced against the north edge of the 

platesu, its drainage was ponded in the heads of the north-flowing 

peeglacial valleys. The outlets of these ancestors of the fan Lakes 

mast have eroded the cols of the preglecial divide. It is admitted that 

; during the maximm of each invasion glacial erosion straightened and 

probably somewhat broadened the valleys which offered favorable avenues 

of approach. ‘he drumlins to the north prove that the glacie? was 

active for some considerable time. During the dissipation of each 

glacier, melting was probably relatively slow, for the ice was early : 

divided into separate stagnent masses in the numerous valleys and 

these soon were mantled with melted-out drift. The meltwaters of 

these times aggraded the south-flowing valleys and deposited ice 

: . contact terraces along the margins of the ice blocks. Some open-water 

lakes mist have existed, but these were probably not as large as those : 
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of the time of ice advance. When each glacier left the district and 

its isolated remaents wasted away, the drainage could not resume its 

: former position because of glacial deposits. Although the general : 

tendency mst have been to divert streams toward the south following 

the glacial wash plains, the writer ventures rm suggest that two 

large streams, the Susquehanna and the Chemung, were diverted to the 

north as shown in figure 3, but both may not have ocoupied this course 

in the same interglacial intervel. Thus it would come about that for 

@ long period of time the amount of water in certain valleys was 

greatly increased over thet of preglacial time. Thie would result 

in the erosion of deep valleys in the bottoms of older valleys leaving - 

‘ many of their tributaries hanging. ghe reletion of the two hanging 

i valleys at Ithaca to the very deep valley of Lake Gayuge is moh 

more readily explained by this theory that it is by glacial erosion, 

for it is extremely difficult to see how glacial excavation avoided the 

ae valley stre&ght ahead and instead turned to one side at this place (fig. 

_2)s The interglacial theory also explains the hanging valleys south 

oe of Cortland as well as the youthful valleys of the district including 

ne oversteepened bluffs, Similar interglacial valleys have been dis- 

' govered in Iowa (Kay and Apfel). Although it has been demonstrated 

(Kay) that there were three interglacial intervals during the Plejs- 

tecene each of which was several times as long as the time since the 

last glaciation, stream erosion did not pass the stage of youth in 

any of them. In a region such as the Appalachion Plateag the 

stream diversions due to early glaciations must assuredly have left 

- their mark in just such youthful valleys as have perplexed 90 many 

; geologists. In the plateau they are visible, for the drift is 

relatively thin whereas in Iowa later gieciations have buried most 
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of these relics of previously deranged drainage. Possibly the main 

objection which could be raised is the extreme depth of the two 

big valleys. It is well to recall that there are no authentic well 

: “  geeords supported by samples to show either the true depth of drift in 

these or their probable northward extension to Lake Ontario. The great 

depth of that lake 1s explicable by either (a) high elevation of the 

continent in interglacial time, (b) regional dowm-warping during 

glacial times, or (c) glacial excavation. 

Proof of several glaciations.- That no one has suggested inter- 

: glacial stream erosion as the cause of the anamalous topographic feat~ 

ures of western New York is to be explained by the fact thet most 

geologists in that region have not been familiar with the evidences 

of multiplicity of glaciation which are found in the West (Thwaites, 

1927, 1994, pp.39-71). ‘The interglacial deposits at Toronto, Canada 

north of the area under discussion alone prove one deglaciation of 
‘ ” « W4A4-152 

considerable length (Thwaites, 1", 1934, p. 50)« Mony geologists 

who have worked in Pennsylvania (Thwaites, 1927, pp+ 124~145, 1994, p-B) 

: _ have had no difficulty in distinguishing and mapping severel glacial 

drifts of widely different ages (Leverett, 1931, 1934). 

Qonelusion.- It must be emphasized again that the hypothesis 

of interglacial stream erosion as the cause of the youthful glaciated 

features of western New York is merely a suggestion which mst be 

proved or disproved by further field worke fven if local glacial 

erosion be admitted, this hypothesis does explain the origin of 

Bome of the valleys. ; 

May 31, 1934 
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ager Os Finger Lake region, New York showing present topography. 
by F. T. Thwaites, 1933 The northern part of the region is 

deeply covered with drift which shows many drumlins. The Onondaga 
- escarpment is visible above the drift only near Syracuse (8). South of 

thet latitude youthful valleys, some of which contain lakes, are 
abundant. W= “atkins, I= Ithaca, G= Cortland. Note that there 
are many “through valleys" which conneet jhe Lake Ontario drainage 
ia the north with the valley of Susquehana River in the south part of 
the region. : : 

Figure 6. Finger Lake Region, New York showing an interpretation of 
preglacial drainage. Drawn by F. T. Thraites, 1933. Note that only 
a few short valleys of north-flowing streams are shom indenting the 
Onondaga escarpment. 

ny ad *inger Lake Region, New York showing an interpretation of 
@ during an imterglecial interval. Drawn by F, 7. Thwaites, 

1933. Both the “nemng and eae, ee are shown diverted 
to the north by morainal deposits. to the great depth of the 

Ontario Valley farther north, possibly due to glacial erosion, these 
streams are shown ¢utting deep youthful valleys across the northern : 
part of the region, Other stream diversions are shommcausing the 
erosion of youthful valleys with local henging tributaries.



HYPOTHESIS OF ORIGIN OF THE FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK 

f. T. Thendtes, 1935 

Introduction.- For many years the attention of the writer has 

been dram to the question of the origin of the Pinger Lakes in 

western New York because it beare upon the broader problems of 

firet, the origin of the basins of the Great Lakes and, second, 

large seale erosion by continental glaciers. While working at 

the Allegany School of Natural History in 1952 he had the oppor~ 

tumity to spend tvo days in the Pinger Lake district and an 

equal tine in the Oattaraugue quadrangle ferther weate On both 

these trips hs was guided by Prof. Le W. Ploger of Syracuse 

University and Prof. 0. D. Holmes, aleo of Syracuse participated 

in the first named trip. ‘The writer is greatly indebted to both. 

The problems« The district wmder considerationis the northern 

; edge of the Appalachion plateau. For the greater part of the district 

the platesu slopes rather gradually dem to the north as the escarp- 

ment due to the Onondega limestone is buried beneath glacial drift and 

i the strong sandstones of the Pennsylvanian have been eroded from even 

the highest hille (See figs 1)+ All of the region was glaciated by 

the Wisconsin ice whose deposits consist mainly of rather thin ground 

_ toradne with a few prominent terminal moraines in the valleya. Almost 

all the larger valleys are floored with outmash end their sides are 

" terraced with gravel benches, many of which doubtless accumlated 

thie stagnant. dee masses separated from the main body of the glaciek : 

| RMA survived dn them. ‘The famous drumlin district of western New 
York liee for the most part north of the Onondaga outerop line.



Within the platesu margin there are three distinct types of rock 

topography + (a) old, smooth, mature valleys between rolling hille, 

ali clearly mich older than the last glaciation, (b) narrow, youth~ 

ful gorges, all obvieusly younger than the lact ice invasion, and 

(8) steop-sided, fairly straight “through wer am ot eaten 

the divides of the topography of the first type and have/beon glaciated. 

Our problem is the origin and age of the third type of valleys. 

Previous hypotheses.~ In the past attention seems to have been 

directed mainly to these valleys of the third type which contain the 

remarkably long, narrow, and deep Finger Lekess The fact that sone 

special explanation mst be sought for thie kind ef topography seems 

to have impressed the majority of geologicts who studied the regions 

4s for back as 1877 Sintigme (1) ascribed the basins of the lakes te 

glaciel erosion, a view sleo followed by Jolmeon (2) in 1952. It was 

cok WES TPR, hereven, thet Maneln (7) ememmed tds theory tn 

the Joummal of Selense end time brought it to the attention of the 

geological profession. This author wae most impressed by the hanging 

valleys of Cayuga end Senees lakes (figs 1)+ Im the following year 

Brigham (4) endorsed the theory of glacial erosion explaining the : 

fact that the lakes are deepest at the south by the fact that glacial 

flow was most concentrated there. tn 1994 Lincoln (5) restated and 
amplified his theory. Im the same year Tarr (6) laid stress on the 

hanging valleys and the fact that the lekes are deepest in the shale 

and not in the Onondage Limestone. Spencer (7) doubted thet Lake 

Gayuga lies in a rock besine Nevius (8) in 1897 repeated Tarr's ideas. 

In 1902 Tarr (9) abso reiterated his opinion. In 1904 Mateon (10) 

reported upon the interglesiel gorges in the bottens of the hanging 

valleys, first recognizing the oxietence of stream erosion in inter= 

gleciel time. Im the eame year Tarr (11) deseribed the hanging 
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valleys of the Pinger lake region noting their discordance in level. 

He eleo cited a number of facte which are opposed to the glacial 

erosion hypothesis. These included (a) angular cliffs within the 

valleys which showdd no evidence of glacial abrasion, (b) residual 

soil not fur above lake level, (¢) the rock island in Lake Cayuga, 

(4) leck of clove parallelion of direction of lakes and of glacial 

movement, and (e) an apparent lack of enough drift to the south to 

#111 the basins. In the same year Dryer (12) described the western 

Pinger Lakes favoring the ice erosion hypothesie to explain their 

unique topography. In the following year Terr published three papers 

on the district (15)(14)(15)+ In that entitled "Drainage features of 

central New York? he recognized the hanging valleys and through val~ 
leys a features whose formation antedated the last glaciation. Three 
theories of origin were considered: (a) ice erosion, (b) erosion ty 

glacial meltwater, and (c) headwater erosion of northward flowing 
{obsequent) streams. The first wae rejected because of the presence 

of decayed rock in one of the valleys and the divergent direction of 

vallegp® and tee movement, although it was suggested that the erosion 
‘might have been the result of an older ice invation. Erosion by 

glacial waters was rejected because the glacial streams seemed to 

have doposieéd more then they eroded. In the same year Fairchild (16) 

protested strongly against the entire idea of glacial erosion both by 

continental and mountain dasamationanie wn ean tented ee 

. the unique topographic features of glaciated mountains have long been 

recognized. In 1906 Tarr (17)(18) definitely stated that most of the 

glacial erosion must hate taken place during  preslisconsin glaciee = 

_ thon and stressed the similarity of the Finger Lakes to fiords. The 

game conclusions were alec set forth in a United States Geological 
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Survey folie published in 1909 (19). Spencer (20) in 1912 denied 

that there are any true hanging valleys in the district urging that 

there are driftefilled outlets. In 1915 Rich and Filmer (21) gave the 

resulte of a detailed study of the interglacial gorges in the bottem 

of one of the hanging valleys at Ithaca, They concluded thet there hal 

; been tuo interglacial intervale between successive stages of glacial 

“erosion of the main valley. In 1925 and 1928 Fairchild (22)(25) re- 

stated his position thet the Finger Lake valleys are due to the develop- 

mont of obsequent streams flowing north dom the cussta at the border 

of the plateau plus the effect of northward depression of the lend» 

Im 1931 Yon Engeln (24) published an account of another interglacial 

gorge end in 1932 the seme author (25) stated “Mme phenomenon of the 

; Ace of a continental glacier advancing egainst drainage slopes into and 
seroes a major divide in a region of marked relief does mot seem te 

have been duplicated eleeqhere. The mass of the glacial ice that fol~ 

lowed the northward sloping valleys was thrust into channels that 

narrowed progressively southward. In aceordence with the law of ad 

i justed crose sections, as formilated by Penck, the effect wae to accom 

modate excess of volume by inerease in the rate of flow, until the ef- 

feots of erosion mgnified by the faster motion had deepened the 

passegeways enough to provide the enlarged cross section necessary 

for an wminpoded, wiiform forward motion of the glacier." Ven 

| Bag@lm etreseed the fast that the erosive effects were small in com 

parison with the thickness of the tee. These views appear to repre- 

sent the present-dey argunent in favor of glacial deepening of 

north-south valleys forming "through valleys" across divides and 

leaving hanging tributaries. the mejor portion of the erosion is 

ascribed to the first major ice advance inte the region, for once 
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enlarged, the valleys could accommodate later invasions. In 1934 

Fairchild (26)(27)(28) restated his former views. 

Objections to the glacial erosion hypothesis.- To the writer on 

_ Amportent objection to the hypothesis of glacial erosion is the 

fact that “through valleye" and other abnormal topographic features 

oceur throughout a wide area extending far to the south end west of 

the Finger Lake region. Some oceur in the area of pre-iisconsin 

dirft southeast of Jamestown where several low passes join the val- 

leys of the Connewango and the Allegheny (see damestom and Randolph 

quadrangles}. The through valleys, most of which cut across the ende 

of spurs, run in such a variety of directions,even at right angles 

within a short distance, that it seems impossible to conceive of 

their glacial excavation. Examples of thie may be found in the Gatta- 

raugus quandrang Le and in the vicinity of Texas Hollow, east of Watkins 

Glen. A\ still more important difficulty which has not been met by the 

advocates of glacial erosion lice in the form of the valleys. Figure 

oe th 18 >) 1 shows the gorge-like cross section which is characteristic of most 

= ef the mailer valleys: 1% 10 elecs to thd eriter thet the supers 

ficiel resemblance of the valleys to fiords plus the fact that most 

observations have been made on the two largest valleys has led to 

& misunderstending of the problem. In the case of the valleys of 

Lekes Cayuga and geneea the narrow, steep-sided gorge did not ob- 

literate en older high level mature valleys, which, judging from the 

: distribution of the tributaries, must have in large part once 

drained south (fig. 2)+ Matthes' work on the Yosemite Valley has 

proved that glacial exoavation of fierds is due to plucking of epee 

jointed rock and not to any extent io abrasion. It met also be 

: realized that most, if not all, fiords were excavated by ice tongues q 

which were confined to them. To the writer, it is impossible to = 
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conceive that these gorges in New York were made in the same way as 

were fiords. Surely in thin bedded shale and siltetene erosion by 

& continental glacier would have produced flaring valley sides merging 

impercephibly inte the less affected uplands. It ie obvious thet al- 

though Hobbs found some evidense of joint control, the abnormal val- 

Leys ere not related to shear zones as are fiords on mountainous 

coasts. It must aloo be recalled that hanging valleys are not abundant 

end ocour mainly on the sides of the two largest valleyes They are not 

Similar to those in mowmtains but most owe their origin to stream 

diversions rather than to “overdeepening® of the main valleys. More= 

over crediting the erosion to a previous glaciation seems strange, for 

no earlier ice advanced farther or rexained longer then did the laste 

In the mpinion of the writer the major pointe in favor of glacial ox 

eavation are only two: (a) the straightness of some of the valley walle , 

and (b) the great depth (below sea level) of the rook floors of the tno 

largest valleys. 

Qbicetions te the obsequent preglacial stream hypothesige~ Up to 

‘dete the only serious rival te the glacial erosion hypothesis hae been 

the ouggestion mainly urged by Pairchild of stream diversions due to ; 

sapture of south-flowing consequent streams by north-flowing obse~ 

quent tributeriee of the preglsecial Ontarien Rivers On hypothetical 

maps (Fairchild 1925, 1994) the Susquehanna Riveyis show flowing 

north through Horseheads inte the valley now occupied by Seneca Lake. 

te The explanation does not account for the facts (a) that the abnormsl : 

valleys are youthful and not mature as are all proved preglactel valleys 

both north~and southeflowing, (b) that abnormal valleys are by no means 

onfined to the escarpment of the euesta but extend far to the south, 

end (¢) that slong some of these valleys there are hanging tributaries 

: ae south of Cortland, and (4) that there are two especially large val~ 

leys oceupied by the two largest lakes whereas thie hypothesis would 
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account Galy for one. These objections seem to the writer to be ine 

guperables 

interglacial stream erosion hypothesig.— The writer suggests a 

third hypothesis, namely the erosive work of interglacial streame whose 

sourses had been deranged by an earlier glaciation (figs 3)+ Even a 

carsory examination of the present stream pattern of the region 

(fig. 4) shows that it was changed by glecietion, Many streams now 

eroes the rock divides of © former cycle ond their erosion is making 

rapide and falle. Purthermore, when parte of the region were dovered 

by foe, the drainage wae temporarily diverted. The huge abandoned plunges 

: poole of late-glaciel falle near Syracuse are execllent testimony to the 

: efficacy of erosion by glacial meltmter although the length of time 

giacial drainage remained in any one location must of necessity have 

been relatively brief, much shorter than the duration of en interglacial 

interval. Ae each ice sheet advanced against the north edge of the 

plateau, its drainege was ponded in the heads of the north+flowing 

peeglacial valleys. ‘The outlete of these ancestors of the Finger Lakes 

mast have ereded the cole of the proglactel divides Tt is admitted thet 

during the maximm of each investon gleciel erosion straightened and 

probably somewhat broadened the valleys which offered favorable avenues 

of approach, The drunline to the north prove that the glacier was 

active for seme considerable time. During the dissipation of each 

; glacier, melting wae probably relatively slow, for the ice was early 

| @twided into separate stagnant masses in the numerous valleys and 

_ these soon were mantled with meltedsout drift. The ueltwaters of 
these times eggraded the south-flowing valleys and deposited ice 

contact terraces along the margins of the ice blocks. Some open-water 

lakes mst have exiated, but these were probably not es large as those 

ate ;



of the tins ef ive adventes when each glacier left the district and 

Ate isolated remente wasted away, the drainage could not resume ite 

former position because of glacial deposits. Although the general 

tendeney met have been to divert stroame toward the south follosing 

the glacial wash plains, the writer ventures te cuggent that two 

large streams, the Suequehenne and the Chemmg, were diverted to the 

north es shom in figure 5, but both mey not have cecupied thie course 

in the same interglecial interval. Thus it would come sbout thet for 

@ long period of time the amount of water in certain valleys was 

greatly increased over thet of preglaciel time. This would result 

in the erosion of deep valleys in the bettoms of older valleys Leaving 

many of their tributertes henging. the relation of the two hanging 

valleys st Ithaca te the very deep valley ef Lake Cayuga ie much 

wore readily explained by thie theory thet it ie by glaciel erosion, 

for it te extremely difficult to see how glacial exsavation avoided the 
valley atradght aheed and instead turned to one side at this place (fig. 

2). The Anterglectal theory also explains the hanging valleys south 

of Cortland ae well as the youthful velleye of the district inoluding 

oversteepened blurfes Similar interglacial valleys have been aise 
_ Severed in Tows (Kay and Apfel). Although it has been denonstrated 

(Key) thet there were three interglacial intervals during the Plots 

; tocene cach of which me several tines ae long ae the tize singe the 
last glaciation, streax erosion did not pass the stage of youth in 

5 any of them. In a region such ae the Appalachion Platesy the 

etrean diversions dus to carly glactations mst aseurediy have left 
their mark in just such youthful valieys as have perplexed #0 many 

geologistes In the plateau they ere vivible, for the drift is 

- + peletively thin whorese 4n Towa later glaciations hive buried most 
‘ a5e



of these relics of previously deranged drainage. Possibly the main 

objection which could be raised is the extreme depth of the tuo 

big valleye. It ie well te recall that there are no authentic well 

records supported by samples to show either the true depth of drift in 

these or their probable northward extension to lake Ontario. ‘The great 

depth of that lake 4s explicable by either (a) high elevation of the 

continent in interglacial time, (b) regional dow-warping during 

glacial times, or (¢) glacial excavation. 

Rroof of several glactationte- That no one has suggested inter 
glacial stream erosion as the cause of the anomalous topographic featq 

ures of western New York is to be explained by the fact that most 

geologists in thet region have not been familiar with the evidences 

of miltiplicity of glaciation which are found in the West (Thwaites, 

1927, 1994, ppe9-71). The interglacial deposits at Toronto, Canada 

north of the area under discussion alone prove one deglaciation of 
o Mba Se 

considerable length (Thwaites, er, 1974, pe D)o Many geologists 

whe have worked in Pennsylvania (Thwaites, 1927, pp» 124-145, 1994, p-%) 

hove had no difficulty in distinguishing and mapping severe) glacial 

drifts of widely different ages (Leverett, 1951, 1934). 

Gonslusion.- It met be emphasized again thet the hypothesis 

of interglacial stream erosion as the cause of the youthful glaciated 

features of western New York is merely a suggestion which must be 

proved or dieproved by further field worke fven if local glactal 

erocton be admitted, this hypothesie does explain the origin of 

Some of the valleye. 

May 31, 1954 
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; - HYPOTHESIS OF ORIGIN OF THE FINGER LAKES, NEW YORK SG = 
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“Hypethesis—ef interglacial stream erosion ye <4 Vy” 
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Introduction. pthe abtontion of the writer ———— ve 

of the origin of the Finger Lakes in western New Terai ey " years) because 

it bears upon the broader problems aa ele of the basins of the Great 

Lakes cy. ens erosion by coxtinextad glaciers da-gonered. “In 1932 ) 

while working at the ALigany School of Natural HistoryVhe had the eponnentee 

to spend two days in the Finger Lake district end the same time in the Gatter- 

augus quadrangle farther west. On both these trips he was aceompented-ant 

guided by Prof. Lo. W. Ploger of Syracuse ndvssne (ae : 

Ta vate ep Sreponts wapnparsisiented in the first named ie : 

The problem. The district under consideration is the northern edge of ; 

the Appalachian plateau. fer the greater part of the district the plateau 

_Glopes rather gradually down to the north for the escarpment due to the 

vesistant Onondaga limestone is buried beneath glacial drift and the strong 

sandstones of the basal Pennsylvanian have been eroded from even the highest 

hills. ( See fig. 1). All of the region im was glaciated by the Wisconsin 

ice whose deposits consivtuainly of rather thin ground moraine with a few 

prominent terminal eae in the valleys. Almost all the larger valleys 

are floored with outwash and their sides are terraced with gravel benches , ‘ 

many of which doubtless accumulated while stagnant ice oe separated from 

‘chs acl ody 60 4b0 glacier bids? Supchachies agree “hs cane ene 

district of western New York lies for the most part a of the Onondaga 

a; outerop Line, | Within thi®-plateau margin there are three distinct types of 

“rock topography: (a) old, smooth, mature valleys (bare ane hills, all clearly
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much older than the last glaciation, (b) narrow, youthful gorges, all obviously 

younger than the last ice invasion, and (c) steop-sided, fairly straight Z 

\yhrough aatiexs. which cut across divides , Mine topography of the first type ay 

and ieee cecal: out” orebled de the epigia ambana of lke 4uire ise 

of Sao YexitaxinxthesexvatieyaxthatxthexPingarxkakeaxtiaxcatshaugh«not 

ee ee, eee eee seems to have been directed 

mainly to these valleys of the third type which contain the remarkably long, 

anes i deep Finger Lakes. The fact that gome special explanation must be 

: sought for this Bee of topography seems to have eepraqset the majority of 

geologists who studied the region, As far back as 1877 Simons ascribed 

the basins of the lakes to glacial erosion, a view also followed ee : 

in 1882, owever, it was nob until 1892 ”thntfdnsoin announced this theory, f°" 
in the fee Sg9-40 tae ghigaiion of the posligiaa 

profession, This author was most impressed by the hanging valleys of Cayuga 

and Seneca Lakes ( Fig. 1). In the following year Srigkan Gadorued the theory 

of glacial erosion sexplaing the fact that the lakes are deepest at the south 

by the fact that glacial eer was most concentrated there.. In 1894 Lines’) 

- restated and amplified his theory. In the same year Terr laid stress on the 

hanging walles and the fact that the lakes are deepest in the dhale and not 
Spencer’ doubted thet Lake Cayuga lies in a rock basin, 

in the Onondaga limestone. | Nevius“in 1897 repeated Tarr's ideas. In 1902 

: Tarr-also reinterated his spistans In 1904 Mateos Poparted upon the interglacial 

A gorges in the bottoms of the henging valleys first recognizing the existance 

of strean erosion in interglacial time. In the same year Terr. described the 

hanging  velLeys of the Finger beke region noting their discordance in level. 

He wae. ick a number of facts which wore-opposed to the glacial erosion 

hypothesis. These included (a) angular cliffs within the velleys which 

showed no evidence of glacial abrasion, (b) tie~peeconce-of residual soil 

_ not far above lake level, (c) ie island in Lake Cayuga, (d) thé lack of 

close parallelism of direction of lakes and of glacial movement, and (ce) 

an epperent lack of enough drift to the south to f411 the basins,
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: In the same year Bevan Sesezthed the western Finger Lakes favoring the ice 

erosion hypothesis to explain their unique topography. In the following year 

Tarr publiche’4hree papers on the district mH that ontityled "Drainage features 

: of central New York" he reeognized the hanging valleys and through valleys 

as -Umhgie TonturesxxxThens whose formation antedated the last glaciation. : 

Three theories of origin were considered: (a) ice erosion, (b) as 

glacial meltwater, and (c) headwater erosion of northward roth stboans. 

The first was rejected because of the presence of decayed rock in ee of the 

cae ase divergent Siresitsn of valleys and ice movement, although it was 
A QantNetaan : 

suggested thet the erosion might be the result of an older ice invesion. 

Erosion by glacial waters was rejected because the glacial streams seemed to i 

have deposited more than they eroded. In the same year Fairchild ‘protested 

stongly against the entire idea of glacial erosion both by continental and 

mountain glaciers, obviously an extreme position because the unique topographic 

features of glaciated mountains have long been recognized, In 1906 Tarn 18) 

* definitely abandoned stated that most of the glacial erosion must have taken : 

place during = pre-Wisconsin glaciation and stressed the similarity of the s 

Finger Lakes to fiords. The same conclusions were also set forth in a U. S. : 

Geological Survey folio published in 1909.” Spenser kx 3912 denied that there. 

are any iene hanging valleys in the district uriging that there are drift-filled 

outlets. In 1915 Rich and Piinet¥ave the results of a detailed study of the 

interglacial gorges in the bottom of one of the hanging valleys at Ithaca. 

They concluded that there had been two interglacial intervals between. successive 
; 3 3 5 and 1928 [29,.+4 > 

stages of glacial erosion of the main valley. In 192% Fairchild restated his 

: position that skexkiskexgxat the Finger Lake valleys ai to the : 

: * development of obsequent streams flowing north down the cuesta at the border 

of the platesy, plus e efiect of northward depressien of the land, 

In 1931 Von Bagel published an account fo snother interglacial gorge and in 

: 1932 the same anther visio "The phenomenon of the xe of a continental glacier
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advancing against drainage ofien into and across a major divide in a region. of 

marked relief does not seem to have been duplicated eksewhere. The mass of the 

glacial ice that followed the northward sloping valleys was thrust into channels 

: that narrowed progressively southward. In accordance with the law of adjusted 

cross sections, as formated by Penck, the effect was to accomodate excess 

of volume by increasé in the rate of flow, until the effects of erosion magnified 

by the faster motion had deepened the passageways enough to provide the enlarged ~— 

; cross section necessary for an unimpeded, uniform souard motion of the glacier." 

dine Os was stressed that the erosive effects were small in comparison with-the 

thickness of the ice: These views appear to represent the preseit, Argument in 

favor of glacial deepening of north-south valleys forming “through valleys" , 

across divides and leaving hanging tributaries. The major portion of the 

erosion is ascribed to the taeeh Baler ice advance into the region,for Eee E 

Fee the valleys could accomf§date later invasions. /~ 1494 Ferma, Artahtyh ae 
(ene yen @efun3.«) Soh : _ en important 

Objections to the glecial erosion hypothesis. -To the writer thexmuiax 

objection to the nypovesis of glacial erosion is the fact that “through 

valleys" and other abnormal topographic features occur throughout a wide area : 

extending far to Nook the south and ‘ite west of the “inger Lake region. 

Some occur in the area of pre-Wisconsin drift southeast of Jamestown where 

several low passes oe the valleys of the Gonnewango and the Allegheny 

(see Jamestown and Randolph catego SH RR Aa a aoe 2 ; 

‘ a variety of directions, ie Ne angles eat 

/ diaentg, his Wh ohaun Gapacatete to conceive of their glacial excavation. 

Examples of this may be found in the Cattaraugus quadrangle and in the vicinity 

of Texas Hollow, east of Watkins Glen. A still more important difficulty 

which has not been met by the pevocniog of glacial erosion im lies in the : 

e a form of the valleys. tighQtabee dad Lene cross section which is — 

(os characteristic of most of the smaller BE Bar ego Tee eee thet 

. the superficial resemblence of the valleys to fiords plus the fact that most : 

- observations have been made on the two Larges? valleys, thosecwkieh-contain- - |
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Fakes -Cayuseend-sendeay has led to a misunderstanding of the problem. 

In the case of the valleys of Lakes Cayuga and Seneca the narrow, steep-sided 

Ju yy ‘ \ ! gorge Sas not obliteratgd an older high level mature valley, which judging 

from the distribution of the tributaries aes have in large part once drained 

southy (Fig. %y, Matthes work on the Yosemite Valley has proved that 8 

glacial excavation of fiords is prkuariky due to plucking of jointed rock 

and not to any extent xf to gk abrasion. It must also be realized that . 

most, if not all, finppds were excavated by ice tongues which were confined to 
; f 

thd" vakkeys: To the writer, it is wary impossible 0| eoncoive that these glo at 

fo im Gian bedded aallodins 
gorges $f New York were made in the same way as were fiords. Surely, pbeciel” 

by a coittinental glacier yates werging a 
erosion co have produced flaring - es Whishxmsexgaed impreceptibley into the Lem : 

\ eon \ 

Ge uplands. —Noxjuivtxcontralxiscevidentxatihauthcyearaxagax Ti is 

obvious that, although Hobbs found some evidence of joint control tnet the 

BALA heer ta : Z ; 
abnormal valleys are not related to structurelfeatures as are fiords on é 

mountainous coasts. It must also be recalled that hanging valleys are : 

ot very—common and Eee the sides of the two largest valleys. © G neon 
Peon wart gern, » Tare un yroulonra GAL eed eres Meer orgs : oe 

fhe Major points in favor of glacial excavation are,in the opinion of the ~ q E Bhoo if 

writer only two: (a) the straightness of ,the <- walls, and (b) the great ‘en 
J rock floors ofr. lee, : 4 

depth (below sca level) of the two largest valleys. /* a) ' $b : we Nae 

Objections to the obsequent preglaciat stream hypothesis. Up to date pe 

the only serious rival to the glacial erosion hypothéis has been the suggestio; oo 
Oe | : 

mainly eee by Fairchild, txus stream diversions due to capture of cal 

south-flowing consequent streams by north-flqwing obsequent tributaries of = 9st Gs 
Hregiacal # Onvarian River, On g hypothetical maps (Faxfairchild, 1925) 

ole boise 
the Susquehanna River was show flowing north through Horseheads am the valley el 

~Bs_ \ 
now occupied by Seneca Lake. “fais explanation eré=several: \ (oe 

# \ Chane 
Gedee- does not gouep has the fac oe the abnormal valleys are youthful pA beg 

and not mature as are ae proved preglacial valleys both north™and south~flowing, RS 

<hek ss 
(b) abnormal valleys are by no means confined to the escarpment of the cuesta nid) cea here (flit iat 
but extend far to the south, along some of the wo ing J 1 ; E 

. ¥ a Che ne oe ae ee LIER ASO al ee I aes ar
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and (d) that there are two especially large valleys occupied by the two ae 
are Che ‘ Z ; > Ke = largest lakes wheras Fetventids hypothesis wouldj account only for one. {Ane t : = 

Intérglacial stream srosion hypothesis. The writer suggests a third Z 

py hypothéis, namely the erosive work of sixesma interglagial, streams whose a “ | Eau a 
eyt/ courses had been deranged by an earlier glacia me CA a@ cursory examination 3 

: Fay) Sees : 
of the present stream pattern of the region, ws that it was changed by ‘ae 

Che v 

Wieecnsin glaciation, Many streams now cross rock divides of a former cycle 5 YASS NES = oe h z 

and thbtr corsion mit tome rapids gad falls...Furthermore, whe paris of the = 

z region were covered by ice the drainage Mas) Sovocdtmtomoithi-esner sth, * = 

The huge abandoned plungepools of late-glacial falls near Syracuse are 
: within, Z ee) a tosty ony to the ote of erosion by mush glacial drainage, | - Jew ik of Waa et Ad nuncecs MAKE tl = 

altHough rien in One location must of necessity have been Sona 2 
: a zi “ S 

relatively brief pagked much shorter than the duration of an interglacial « : 

- _ interval. Tkamayxwsiixhexthak As each ice sheet advanced against the north ior 

_ edge of the plateau its drainage Bradedxcoischskwssanxthexpmxx was ponded ks 

in the heads of the northf lowing proglacial valleys. The outlets of these < . 

ancestors of the Finger Lakes ofredeay must have eroded the cols of the A : 
oe 

preglacial divide. VE the maximum of each invasion seus glacial erosion’  — 

resulting in str ifeht enin, and probabl. sonewhat - Adenin| = valleys eo as | : ee : SEA ne Ce the oe which offered favorable avenues of approach muet—be, admitted. During the ne ‘ 

dissipation of each glacier melting was probably slow for the ice was Le 5 hs (on divided into separate stagnant masses in the numerous valleys and these coment 

= soon were maniffta with melted-out drift. The meltwaters of these times : 

é aggraded the southflowing valleys and deposited tarrages ice contact terraces : 

along thof margins of the ice blocks. Some spermenee lakes must have existed, ie 

“taasonespiasos- but these were probably not as large #®686i as thoselof é 

the time of ice advance. When each glacier left the district ime as Van ee 
: cyl wt pseu t iene: be spine 

Skee ore ee edeee ey the drainage Ss - & Although the 3 fosuart 

gneral tendency mugt have been to divert streams toward the south torliving Ghia" Were 

. glacial wash plains ahe writer ventures to suggest that two large streans oo 2 se = :



S i 

ke rhyolite and depositing it at the surface as geyserite or siliceous z 

sinter. In the paint pots the feldspar has been disintegrated with the 

. Sons resulting pure kaolin. The hot water and steam bubbles up through this 

3 oo nd mass of keolin. (fig ___). : 

The deposition of this sinter is due in part to the cooling-of the watess  . 

: and in part to algae. The beautiful colorings in the overflow basins of 

: the ian hot springs, xm is due to algae. Bkffsrentxaigasxnith 

diRferentxasiotingsxfiourishxinxnaterexeflxciffarenk 
( due perhaps to the deposition of a certain mineral) 

-Each group of algae with its coloping seems to be adjusted to water of 

a certain temperature. 
= and 

¢ At Silver Gate gx the Hoodoos typical landslide topography hag 

s developed. This may be due to the collapse of the roofs of extensive 

caverns which had been dissolved in the underlying limestahes and the 

subsequent tumbling of the overlying limestones into a heterogenous 

mass or simply to adjustment aiong|. zone of instability or faulting. : 

eat As their latter explanation is the more simple and is in accord with 

; ‘ the extensive faulting of this region, it is favored. 

= : At this point it may be well to estate the present theory of 

; geyser action. Surface waters percolate ioe the zone of heated 

rocks and become heated. They then slowly rise to the surface. If 

they encounter a loag narrow tube in the rocks just before they 

reach the surface, geyser action results in the following manner. ~ 

: As pressure increases the boiling point, the water in the bottom of 

this subs boils at a higher tempeurature than = water at the top. 

When the water at the bottom of the bux tube is finally raised to oe 

: its boiling point, steam developed. and begins to rise. A slight e 

| amount of water then overflows at the surface and the pressure on 

; \ each tager of water is lowered “ thet extent. Thus onee layer is 

: \ raised. to the boiling point and ‘the geyser erupts. 5 : ; :
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the Susquehanna and the Ghemung,were pi_one tims or anether diverted to the eS 

snorth as shown in fig i i d in the same inter- = 

OY al glacial interval. Thus it would come about that for a long period of time wee ‘ 

E the afiount of water in certain valleys was greatly increased over that of : ; : 

preglacial time. This would result in the erosion of deep valleys in the a 

bottoms of older valleys leaving many of their tribubaries hanging. The A 

relation of the two hanging valleys at Ithaca to the very deep valley of = ; iS 

: Lake Gayuga is much more readily explained by this theory than it is by eee 

glacial erosion {Zi is oxtropitly difficult Semtbeieitesto-see how : a 

- glacial excavation avmdi avoided the valley straifght ahead and instead = a 
$ (ep ) Enterglacial ee 

turned tpene side at this plade. The a theory also explains the hanging at se 

a valleys south of Cortland oe the youthful valleys of the be = 

ee Similar ee valleys have been discovered in Iowa (Kay and Apfel). s 

: Although it has been demonstrated (Kay) that there were three interglacial 2 

int@rvals during the Pleistocene each of which was several times as long as = 

the.time since the last glaciation stream erosion did not pass the stage of. = : 

youth in any of them. In a region such as the Appalachian Plateau the stream a= = 

diversions due to early glacietions must assuredly have left their mark in be 2 

just such youthful valleys as have perlexed so many geologists. © [hot a. BeOS 
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AEG CN ae EE ee Se ee Bee 
ss Proof of several glaciations. That eee interglacial stream = ce 

= erosion as ee of the anamolous topographic features of westerhNew York 2 ee 

oe hg sto be ceptetne th fact that most geologists in that region have not been ae 

aes familiar with the evidences of multiplicity of glaciation which are found in- ae Ata 
x SNe z s pee : s se z Ss Dos at ieee er 

Se aatos a ig en cetera one 4 ee 
the West (Thwaites, 1927, 1934 Yi '') The interglacial deposits at Tornto Chmthin jp 

Sy se seo 7 z : TUN one co nee 

~~ north of the area under discussion, alone prove one deglaciation of consider- = 
eee ee TS i N92 gis : : ee Lee 

=e able length (Thwaites, 1934, p. 50.) Many geologists who have worked in 92 
ee ee oe ae" a 
Se Pennsylvania (Thwaites, 1927, pp 1934, ») have had no diffuculty in = 

pats Os eee See Peas Seas ; = aaneere ue <a es 
distinguishing and mapping several glacial drifts of widely different ages. Ae 

= (heverett, 43 is eo Se eee ee 2 oe 
ae tren Sor : 3 eee : One a ee 

eee eS Z = 3 Bi ie eee 
Z = Se ee ae ASC py SS as = ae a ee Se 

See ‘Gonclusion. It must be emphasized again that the hypothesis of interglacial == 

stream erosion as the cause of the youthful glaciated features of western 

-.. * New York is merely a suggestion which must be proved or disproved by further ee 
ms eee eee ee eee Se ee ee 
Eee field work. However, it certainly is something that must be considered ee 

Ree ae it apparently never has been in the past. t is something that must ee 

=e tainly explain some of the valleys. fe aes wh 
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‘ a ie — LS eco; oe 
: THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP§ OF THE UNITED STATES | te a 

The United States Geological Survey is making a standard (works of man), such as towns, cities, roads, railroads, and ing spurs separated by ravines. The spurs are truncated at 
topographic atlas of the United States. ‘This work has been in boundaries. The symbols used to represent these features are _ their lower-énds by a sea cliff. The hill at the left terminates 
progress since 1882, and its results consist of published maps of _ shown and explained below. Variations appearon some earlier abruptly at the valley in a steep scarp, from which it slopes 
more than 42 per cent of the country, exclusive of outlying maps, and’ additional features) are represented on some special gradually away and forms an inclined table-land that is tray- 5 

: possessions. — maps. — i - _ ersed: by a few shallow gullies. On the map each of these 
‘ This topographic atlas is published in the form of maps on All the water features are fepresented in blue, the smaller features is renee’ beneath its position in the 

sheets measuring about 16} by 20 inches. Under the general streams and canals by single blue lines and the larger streams,- sketch, by contour lin. «>. : ; : 
plan adopted the country is divided into quadrangles bounded _ the lakes, and the sea by blue water lining or blue tint. Inter- ‘The contour interval, or the vertical distance in feet between Te 

"by parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude. These  mittent streams—those whose jbeds are dry for a large part of one contour.and the next, is stated at the bottem of each map. : é 
quadrangles are mapped on different scales, the scale selected "the year—are shown by lines df blue dots and dashes. - This’ interval differs according to the topography of the area Be 

G for each map being that which is best adapted to. general use in Relief is shown by contour|lines in brown, which on some . mapped: in a flat-country it may be as small as 1 foot; in a bee 
' the development of the country, arid: consequently, though the | maps are suppleniented -by shading showing the effect of light | mountainous region it may be as great as 250 feet. Certain : 

standard maps are of nearly, uniform size, they represent areas — thrown from the northwest actoss the area represented, for the __ contour ‘lines, every fourth or fifth one, are made heavier’ than : 
of different sizes, On the lower margin of each map are printed —_ purpose of giving the appearahce of relief and thus aidingin ‘the others and are accompanied by figures showing altitude. 

. graphic scales showing distances in feet, meters, and miles. In’ the interpretation of the con lines, . A contour line repre- — The heights of. many *points—such as road corners,. summits, e 
‘ 7 addition, the scale of the map is shown by a fraction expressing _sents an imaginary line on the ground (a contour) every part © surfaces of lakes, and bench marks—are also given on the map f 
ae : a fixed ratio between linear measurements on the map and cor-. of which is at the same altitude above sea level.. Such a line _ in figures, which show altitudes to the nearest foot only. More 

responding distances on the ground. For example, the scale could be drawn at any altitude, but in practice only the con- exact’ altitudes—those of bench marks—asg well as the geodetic 
aa Means that 1 unit on the map (such as 1 inch, 1 foot, or1 tours at certain regular intery: of altitude are shown. The coordinates of triangulation stations, aré published in bulletins : 

\ meter) represents 62,500 similar units on the earth’s surface. line of the seacoast itself is a contour, the datum or zero of alti-__ issued by the oo ; : a 
he Although'some areas are surveyed and some maps arecom~ __ tude being mean sea level. The 20-foot contour would be the © Lettering and the works of man are shown in black. Bound- 

, piled and published on special scales for,special purposes, the shore line if the sea should rise 20 feet. Contour lines show aries, such as those of a State, county, city, land grant, town- ie. 
- standard topographic surveys for the United States proper and the shape of the hills, mountains, and valleys, as well as their _ ship, or reservation, are shown by continuous or broken lines a 

; the resulting maps haye for many years been divided into three _ altitude. Successive contour lines that are far apart on the of different kinds and weights. Good motor or public roads 7 
. types, differentiated as follows: inap indicate a gentle slope; lines that are.close together indi- are shown by fine double lines, poor motor or private roads by 

1. Surveys of areas in which there are problems of great cate a steep slope; and lines ibe together indicate a cliff. dashed double lines, trails by dashed single lines. 
oi public importance—relating, for example, to mineral develop- The manner in which contour lines express altitude, form, Each quadrangle is designated by the. name of a city, town, 
al ment, irrigation, or reclamation of swamp areas—are made with and grade is shown in the figure below. « : ‘or prominent natural feature within it,.and on the margins of ac 

A sufficient accuracy to be used in the publication of mapson a : a ee 5 : the map are printed the names of adjoining quadrangles of : 
es scale of sa (1 inch= one-half mile), with a contour interval of . | _ Be ee which maps have been published. - Over 3,300 quadrangles in ; 

\ 1, 5, or 10 feet. : : ee = the United States have been surveyed, and maps of them : ‘ 

2. Surveys of areas in which there are problems of average a ee : similar to the one on the other side of this sheet have been Ss 
public importance, such as most of the basin of the Mississippi _ —— ee ee 4 yi & ‘published. i — 

oe -and its tributaries, are made with sufficient accuracy to be used ee —— se _¥ The topographic map is the base on which the geology and a 
: in the publication of maps on a scale of gig (1inch—nearly = a iN Sa : ie ye mineral resources of a quadrangle are represented, and the a 

1 mile), with a contour interval of 10 to 26 feet. : J Leterme wes vist es ype stl teak maps showing these features are bound together with a descrip- - 
8. Surveys of areas in which the problems are of minor’ ee tive text to form a folio of the Geologic Atlas of the United = 

5 ; public importance, such as much of the mountain or desert - —— - + States. More than 220 folios have been published. ae 
region of Arizona or New Mexico, are made with sufficient io oe 5 Index maps of each State and of Alaska and Hawaii showing ae 
accuracy to be used in the publication of maps on a scale of ) ) COTS ] the areas covered by topographic maps and geologic folios pub- Siege 

zem (1 inch =nearly Ponies), with a contour satel of 25 to ee ie Wa QOS Eye lished by the United State Gialouiee Sante may be obtained ae 
: 100 feet. j As x “»» > j (G Ay Bu ZN free. Copies of the standard topographic maps may be obtained ; ae 

eas ___A topographic survey of Alaska has been‘ in progress since s EQ my) J qe = N|.. for 10 cents each; some special maps are sold at different prices. 
1898, and nearly 43 per cent of its area has now been mapped. fy ae Oy Ce ey Pee ( A Sot a oe on an order for wiaps Pio 

About 10 per cent of the Territory has been covered by recon- aes JOSE SeN \, Lh If amounting to $5 or more at the retail price. The geologic = So 
+ naissance maps on a scale of gm, or about 10 miles to an Slee DS NR VN | folios are sold for 25 cents or more each, the price depending = ee Mag inch; © Most ofthe remaining area surveyed in Alaska has ; por onthe ‘size of the. folio: _A circular describing. the folios will _ bee apes aaa 

been mapped on a scale of igs, but about 4,000 square miles | [% 7 SSS eee a be sont on equate Soe 
has been mapped on a scale of gig or larger. ae ee ie : Oo ———__._ | Applications for maps or folios should be soumpanied by 

sss he “Hawaiian Islands, with the éxception of the small [|— ee = | cash, draft, or money order (not postage stamps) and should be — So 
ay islands at the western end of the group, have been surveyed, SS SEY a0se oe ee ee eS : =" addressed to fe ees ree eee ee 
es and the resulting maps are published on a scale of am. _ The sketch represents a river _ valley ‘that lies between two : THE DIRECTOR, . i eo ee 
af _ The features shown on these maps may be arranged in three _ hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay that is partly Fe United States Geological Survey, ee 

Ba - groups—(1) water, including seas, lakes, rivers, canals, swamps, _ inclosed by a hooked sand bar. On each side of the valley is Washington, D. C. ae 
ad and other bodies of water; (2) relief, including mountains, a terrace into which small streams have cut narrow gullies. i é 

: hills, valleys, and other features of the land surface; (3) culture The hill on the right has‘a rounded summit and gently slop- September, 1928. ee 

: : : STANDARD SYMBOLS : : : : 

a : : - CULTURE 
_ (printed in black) we Ss 

Ce ee ee eee ee a ee 

| Bee a ee, eS ee pone A Co | Cn 
ieee Roads ae ieee ae g Soest oe ‘Tradl Railroads . Sere Tunnel tranganisbion _ Whaxrves ern a Drawbridges es : E 

RR men 5 ES ES ES i eee ’ oe = ee Ses SoS ae Se ee ee ee ie ee es ee, ee i 
and recovered. commers : i traverse station : 

SS (COME aes eee 
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PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES 

Reading list, F. T. Thwaites,19%0 

Appeleachian Plateau 

Catskill Mountains 

1. Berkey, C. P., Geology of the Catskill aqueduct: New York State Mus. , 

Bull. 146, 1907. 

2.Chadwick, G. H., Glacial lakes of the Catskill Valley: Science, n. s., vol. 

32, pp. 27-28, 1910. 
3. Chadwick, G. H., Rectilinear features in the eastern Catskills (abstract): 

Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 27, p- 107, 1916. 
4, Guyet, Arnold, On the physical structure and hypsometry of the Catskill 

Mountain:regicn: Am. Jour. Sci. 3 ser. vol. 19, pp. 429-451, 1880. 
5.  Heilprin, Angelo, The Catskill Mountains: Am. Geegr. Soc., Bull., vol. 

39, PE. 193-199, 1907 
6. Merwin, H. E., Some features of stream development and of glaciation in 

the Catskill Mountains (abstract): Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 
Sl. pe 152, 1920 

7. Miller, W. J., Significance of the gorge at Little Falls, New York: 
Jour. Geogr., vol. 18, pp. 1564158, 1919 

os Rich, J. L., Divergent ice flow on the plateau northeast of the 

Catskill Mountains as revealed by ice-molded topography: Geol. Soc. 

America, Bull., vol. 25, pp. 68 ~ 70, 1914. 
9. Rich, J. L., Local glaciation in the Catskill Mountains (abstract): 

Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 28, pp. 133-134, 1917. 
10. Rich, J. L., The glacial phenomena of the Catskill Mountains: New York 

State Mus., Bull. 196, pp. 32-39, 1917. 
ll. Rich, J. L., Notes on the physiography and glacial geology of the 

northern Catskill Mountains; Am, Jour. Scei., 4 ser. vol. 39, pp. 

137-166, 1915. 

is - Central New York Pon 

487 Brigham, A. P., The Finger Lakes of New York: Am. Geogr. Soc., Bull., 
eo Vol. 25, pp. 2034223, 1893 
13. Brigham, A. P., Topography and glacial deposits of Mohawk Valley: Geol. 

: Sec. America, Bull., vol. 9, pp. 183-210, 1898 
14. Brigham, A. P., Glacial geology and geogranhic conditiois of the Lower 

Mohawk Valley: New York State Mus., Bull. 280, 1929 

15. Campbell, M. R., Geegraphic development of northern Pennsylvania and 

geuthern New York: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 14, pp. 277-296, 1903 
16. Campbell, M. R., Glacial erosion in the Finger Lake region, New York 

(abstract): Science, n. 8. vol. 19, pp. 531-532, 1904. z 
j “17. Carney, Frank, A type case in diversion of drainage (Cortland aad Tomp- 

Pt <d king counties, New York): Jour. Geogr. vol. 2, po. 115-124, 1903; A 
‘ y ‘ Am. Geologist, vol. 33, pp- 196-198, 1904. y° 

13. ) Carney, Frank, Glacial erosion in longitudinal valleys: Jour. Geology, ey ae 
A vol. 15, pp. 722-730, 1907 19 ee 

19. Clark, J. M., and Luther, D. D., Watkins and Elmira quadrangles: New % ae 

York State Mus., Bull. 81, 1905 fhe = 
20. Clark, J. M., and Luther, D. D., Geologic map of the Tully quadrangle: ee 

New York State Mus., Bull. 82, 1905. za 
21. Clark, J. M., and Luther, D. D., Geglogic maps and descriptions of the pe 

Portage and Nunda quadrangles: New York State Mus., Bull. 118, 1908 a 

22. Cook, J. H., Ablation of the eastern lobe of the Wisconsin ice sheet Se 
(abstract); Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 33, pp. 117-118, 1922. a 

23. Oook, J. H., The disappearance of the last. glacial ice sheet from eastern : 
Wew York: New York State Mus., Bull. 251, pp. 158, 176,.1924 es 
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Appalachian Plateau, 2 

eee Dryer, C. R., Finger Lake region of western New York; Geol. Sec. ) 
America, Bull., vol. 15, pp. 449-460, 1904 : 

25. Fairchild, H. L., Glacial lakes of western New York: Geol. Sec. 

America, Bull., vol. 6, pp. 353-374, 1895 
26. Fairchild, H.L., Glacial Genesee lakes: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., 

vol. 7, pp- 423-452, 1896 
27. Fairchild, H. L., Glacial geology of western New York: Geol. Mag.,vol. 4, 

Pp- 5294537, 1897 
2. Fairchild, H. L., Glacial waters in the Finger Lakes region of New 

yo York: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., voli 10, pp. 27-68, 1899 3 a wt 234 
{ x # Fairchild, H. L., Ice erosion theory 3° fellacy: Geol. Soc. America, ” “4% - 
\ Bull., vol. 16, pp. 13-74, 1905 5 

30. Fairchild, H. L., Glacial waters in central New York: New York State a 

Mus., Bull. 127, 1909 3 
3l. Fairchild, H. L., Drainage evolution in central New York (abstract): y 

Science, n. s., vol. 29, pp. 632-633, 1909 3 
32. Fairchild, H. L., Drainage evolution in central New York (abstract): Z 

Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 20, pp. 668-670, 1910 a 
55. Fairchild, H. L., Glacial waters in the Black and Mohawk valleys: New 2 

voy York State Mus., Bull. 160,.1912 
34, Fairchild, H. L., The Susquehanna River in New York and evolution of 4 

: 4 western New York drainage: New York State Mus., Bull. 256, 1925 4 
x 28.) Feirchild, H. L., Geological romance of the Finger Lakes; Smithsonian 

et oe 1927, pp- 289-298, 1928; Sci. Monthly, vol. 23, pp. 161-173, 
192 

36. Fairchild, H. L., The Dansville Valley and drainage history of western 

New York: Rochester Acad. Sci., Proc., vol. 6, pp. 217-242, 1926 

37. Fridley, H. M., Identification of erdsicn surfaces in south-central 

New York; Jour. Geology, vol. 37, pp. 113-134, 1929 j 
38. Fuller, M. L., The Horseheads outlet of the glacial lekes of central 

New York (abstract): Science, n. s., vol. 17, p- 26, 1903 
39. Gilbert, G. K., Physiographic belts in western New York (abstract): 

Science, n. s., vol. 17, p- 221, 1903 re, f 
40, Grabau, A. W., The pre-glacial channel of the Genesee River; Bosta Soc. 

Net. -Hist., Proc., vol. 26, pp- 359-.369, 1894 i 
41, Grabau, A. W., Guide to the geology and paleontology of the Schoharie 4 

region: New York St:te Mus., Bull. 92, 1906 q 
42. Grakau, A® W., Pre=glecial drainage in central-western New York: Science, 

Cf Nn» 3+, vol. 28, pp. 527-534, 1908 
i. Grabau, A. W., Glacial erosion in the Genesee Vallsy system and ites 

Oy ex bearing on the Tertinry drainage problem of eastern North America; 

5 Geol. Soc., America, Bull., vol. 24, pp. 718-719, 1913 
44, Hinds, N. EB. &-, Amphitheater valley heads: Jour. Geology, vol. 33, 

pp: 616-818, 1925 . 
45. Hopkins, T. O., Glacial lakes and channels near Syracuse, New York (ab- 

stract): Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 21, p. 761, 1910 
46. Hubbard, G. D., ancient finger lakes in Ohio: Am. Jour. Sci., 4 ser., 

Sn vol. 25, pp. 239-245, 1908 3 
(te Lincoln, D. F., Glaciation in the Finger Lake region of New York: ot q-—~w" 

—< fm. Jour. Sci., 3 ser., vol. 44, pp. 290-201, 1492 NOE eh eee 
( be Jieests, D. F., Amount of glacial erosion in the Finger Lake region of ° ' 
MG A New York: Am. Jour. Sci., vol. 47, pp. 105-113, 1894 c 

us ho. Lobeck, 4. Ks, a popular guide to the geology and physiography of 
Allegany State Park: New York State Mus., Handbook 1, 1927 2 

50. Long, Eleanor T., The mouth of preglacial Salmon Creek, New York: am. 
Jour. Sci., 5 ser., vol. 12, pp. 510-514, 1926 v. 

Sl. Luther, D. D., Geology of the Penn Yan—-Hammondsport ouadrengles;: New pon A Sa 
York State Mus., Bull. 101, 1906- = The Veal, BAK Sate



Appalachion Platean, 3 

2. Luther, D. D., Geology of the auburn-Genoa quadrangles: New York State 

Mus., Bull. 137, 1910 
53. Luther, D. B., Geology of the Port Leyden quadrangle, Lewis County, New 

York: New York State Mus., Bull. 135, 1910 
54. Luther, D. D., Geology of the Honeoye-Wayland quadrangles: New York 

= State Mus., Bull. 152, 1911 
VW Matson, G. O., A contribution to the study of the inter-glacial gorge 

a problem: Jour. Geology, vol. 12, pp. 133~151, 1904 
56. Mills, F. $., River terraces and reversed drainage (New York): Jour. 

Geology, vol. 11, pp. 670-678, 1903 
57. Miller, W. J., Geology of the Remsen quadrangle: New York Stute Mus., 

Bull. 126, 1909 
58. Miller, W. J., The geological history of New York State: New York State 

Mus., Bull. 255, 1924 
59. Miller, W. J., Geology of the Broadalbin quadrangle:.New York State Mus., 

\ g~.. Bull. 155, 1911 
“+H. )Monnett, V. E., Finger Lakes of central New York: Am. Jour. Sci., 

7% _ Vol. 208, pp. 35-53, 1924 a 
y 61. Nevius, J. N., The history of Cayuga Lake Valley: New York State Muse, yr" _ 

Swe? : Ana, Rept., vol. 51, pp. r129-155, 1899 pore 

ee Nee a? 62. Rich, J. L., Marginal glacial dfainage features in the Finger Lake region 

ae SN (New York): Jour. Geology, vol. 16, pp. 527-548, 1908 3 
Ww zy [ )Rich, J. L., and Filmer, EB. 4-, The interglacial gorges of Six Mile 
ce ~ leh Creek at Ithaca, New York: Jour. Geology, vol. 23, pp. 59-80, 1915 

eH.) Simons, F. W., & reply to some statements in Prof. Tarr's "Lake Cayuga i 
we Roek Basin": am. Geclogist,vol. 14, pp. 58-62, 1894 nowete 

65- Spencer, J. ¥, Wi., The rock basin of Cayuga Lake: Am. Geologist, vol. 14, 

~ fem Ps VA 1 55, 1894 tf freed nevkormne tyes, Wt’ sam 
(66: Spencer, J. W. W., Hanging valleys and their preglacial equivalents ans 

= New Uork: Geol. Soc. America, Bull., vol. 23, pp» 477-486, 1912 Aemeszitny vm ¢ 
67. Stoller, J. H., Glacial geology of the Schenectady quadrangle: New York Gaal ootioly 
— State Mus., Bull. 154, 1911 a 
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2 2 ee EE ee 
Se GEOLOGIST 2 

OFFICE AND MAIL ADDRESS: ee Ss 

CARNEGIE BUILDING ROCHESTER, N.Y. ae 
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER ; 2S ee 

Sept. 17, 1934. ae 

Deer Professor Thwaites:- - . es 

Your central New York drainage:idea is "way . 

: off". It ignores the-erosion in Tertiary time; the:effects of rock cont rol, 

sand «vastly overestimates any possible interglacial work. I will be moi ey 

= specific. : es 
Tertiary conditions. - : : ee 

In late: Tertiary. time:this province;in America stood several. thousand 

feet higher A. T..than at present. The New York rivers carved deep canyons, ~ 
graded to the master stream in the: Ontario Valley. At-Watkins.the:drill 
failed to reach rock at 1,200 feet; and at Ithaca at 1,250 feet. Even. today 

the bottom of Lake :Ontarie is quite :500 feet below sealevel, with unkaown 
depth of drift. : es a 

The millions of years of the:Tertiary was perhaps 50 or 100.times. the 
duration of any possible: interglacial stage; yet your diagrams gives nora: 

erosional credit to the: interglacial, when the:land was at lower elevation : 

than it is now. ee 

Interclacial Stages o = é 

; No interglacial deposits have been found anywhere:in New England, ‘New 

York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. And no other evidence:has been discover- : 
ed. The: drainage features which have:been cited aa evidence could have ‘bewa 

produéed in a century, or centuries, of the:changing positions e?. the: oseil- 
lating ice:margin. The:only recognized interval of deglaciation was that. in - 

closing Wisconsin. time; described in. the:G. S. A. Bull. Vol. 43, ‘page 603. — 
The Quebec ice:cap may have:lingered over the eastern area while it was 

fickle:in yeur proviadés The Wisconsin reach was practically as great as : 
the earlier and greatest invasion. eo 

And the ice:cap load had depressed the ares. ee 

. Of course; it is legitimate :to appeal. px ‘*pneml.to long deglaciation, 5 
but it is only assumptien for New York. = — e 

Rock Control. —— 

An effective iwest-east trough along. the outerop of Salina strate thre ee 
.the: tributary drainage :in western and central New York inte east and vee oe 

. courses in pregiacial time; the same:as today. (See :Cayuga Valley paper, SE 
in the Bulletin, Vol. 45, pp. 233-280 ). The only Tertiary trenches across 

a _ the Niagara ridge were’ the Trondequoit _(Genesfee :River) ‘and Sodus. ( sone : 
_-— eBeneca)s And today only Niegara, Geneseo :and Oswego trench the barrier 
ee 

a ee eee



Merch 23, 1936 

Dr. Ghas G. Adams, Yiroctor, 
Now York State Muscum, : 
Albony, New York 

Dear Dr. Adams: 

Reply to yours of Feb. 19 has been delayed until I could pub : 

in the illustrations with the manuscript. As this was not classed as : 

: ; a "rush job" it had to wait its turn. However, tho job is now done, z 
Tes Li nebe Sh08- 7 have Lachoted tap New Hove. abe Meee mates 2 33 

blank as I have no extra prints. I have also sont only ae prints 

of tho drawings. [os ia ee : 
publish I can send cither the or vandyke positives. 

Now you will probably not get very much in tho way of favorable fe 

: reaction to what the late W. M, Yavis would have termed an "outrageous 
hypothesis". Plogor was dmpressed but not Holues or Fairchild, I sent 
sopies of the block diagrams to the lajier once. In fact most geologists = 

who havé been trained in the Sast seem not to bo impressed with evidence : 

of multiplicity ‘of glaciation. 1% should be noted that the papor does 
not protend to settle the problem of the “inger Lakes but simply to 
present another factor in the physiographic history of the Apphhachian | 
Platoon which mst cortainly be rrsulkcnsc with. in rendering a final 
opinion. Wy work was not enough to enable me to render such en opinion, 

We have all. been sorry to hear of Lobeck's poor health and hope : 
thet the long trip will help hin. In fact, wo who are finding the 
Depression gothing worse instead of better, may secrebly envy him boing aa 
able to make it3 i : 

The main point in publishing the poper is te be sure that 1b ; : 

wili not be against the wishes of Ploger for I did much of the work in - = 
the field in his aroa, the Sattaraugus quadrangle. Otherwise I do feel 

é that it prosents a aow idea and that is what ia needed to make progress 

in scioneas. ; S | 

With best rogarde, : : 

Sancoroly, 5 oe 

F, 2. Thvadtes : ae
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK RUDOLF RUEDEMANN 
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT DME ew 

et es NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM e poatkecow 
STATE ENTOMOLOGIST 

ALVIN G. WHITNEY ee Oi H. D. HOUSE 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR STATE BOTANIST 

Cc. A. HARTNAGEL 
ASSISTANT STATE GEOLOGIST 

WINIFRED GOLDRING ASSISTANT STATE 
PALEONTOLOGIST 

February 19, 1936. Merete 
ELSIE 6. WHITNEY 

ASSISTANT STATE BOTANIST 

DAYTON STONER 
STATE ZooLocist 

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR W. J. SCHOONMAKER 
ASSISTANT STATE ZOOLOGIST 

Boas T, CLARKE. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Geologist, 
RiP.D. Nos 4 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites:- - 

I have your letter of February 17 about your 

paper on the Valleyazef the Finger Lakes. I believe that all the 

difficulty with Ploger is that he has been overloaded with teach- 

ing. So send on your manuscript and I will gladly send it to 

him. If you decide to publish it, it is possible that we may be 

able to publishei@m, as it is the outcome of your work at the 

Allegany Park. 

A few months ago I saw Lobeck in New York City and had a 

pleasant visit with him. He was planning for a long ocean trip, 

and possibly some time in the South West. He has not had good ri 

€ 

health for some time. 

as ee 
Chas. C. Adams, 

Director.
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Albany, Now York ; ; . ae 
ae 

: Glasie@ es “ruph” I heve completed the manuveript of & pepar cae 
which prosonts some ideas om the origin of the velleys in oa 
whieh the *ingor Exkos are situcted, ‘This icon of ae 

: intergineial stream srosion bes boon published in brief in ae 
ig text book, “Outline of Gleaiel Goology". 2% wes first. ce 

; proposed te Prof, Plhoger while we wore going eror the Se 

: master for I do noi want to de cnything which might bo : ae 
conssrued as uniair to Floger. I heve not discussed the Se 
matter With bim es he has failed to senower amy Letters. i 
With your approve I thought of sen@iug copies to both hin Bee 
or Holmes and to Loyeresi to see if they think it worth _ eee 
publication. Jf you desire I can sent a copy to you to be : oe 

: forwarded —— I have only threo copies oxcopt for aes
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